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Caught between a rail and a hard place
Factors impacting track worker safety in lookout-related incidents
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Singleton, Hunter Valley, NSW (AU) 2007

• 2 track maintenance workers
• Malfunctioning points
• No Authority Required – one 

of the workers required to 
keep lookout

• Conflicting protocols
• Compromised visual/auditory 

cues
• Ambiguous terminology
• Habituation/expectation bias
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Hest Bank, near Lancaster (UK) 2014

• 9 track maintenance workers
• Measured shovel packing
• Radio-based Lookout 

Working
• Near-strike ~3s warning, 

98mph train
• Lookout did not operate 

warning switches (though he 
believed otherwise)

• Continually working for ~2h

MY
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• Australia
– Over 400 track working safety breaches notified to 

the regulator (between 2014-2015)
– Findings ways of improving track worker 

competency and communication is a national 
priority

• UK
– Class investigation by RAIB (2017)
– Dozens of near miss incidents with track workers 

occur every year – 36% involve Lookouts
• Why is a Lookout required?

– Many situations where not practicable to block a 
line in order to undertake track work

– Track workers must carry out their tasks between 
passing trains (i.e. in the “Red Zone” or the 
“Danger Zone”)

Track worker safety

Near misses recorded for work planned using different types of safe systems 
of work (2 years 2014/15 – 2015/15) source Network Rail

MY
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• Watch for trains
– Monitor and stay alert for long periods

• Warn fellow track workers of a train when it 
approaches their site of work

• Lookout is primary means of protection for a 
work group 

• The Lookout sits in a wider sociotechnical 
system

– Involves other track workers
– People in charge of safety at the site of work
– Trains drivers
– Technologies and tools

• Protection Officer/Controller of Site Safety
– Responsible for setting up the Safe System of 

Work
– Places Lookouts, identifies and documents 

positions of safety, undertakes ongoing safety 
assessments and communication with the 
Network Controllers / signallers

What does a Lookout do?
MY
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• Points of Failure in lookout working
– Lookout fails to provide adequate warning
– Lookout working used when it cannot provide sufficient warning
– No suitable safeplace provided for all workers
– Workers fail to move to a safeplace although a safeplace is available
– Workers move out of a safeplace into path of approaching train
– Workers move back on the track with a second train approaching

Independent Transport Safety Regulator (Australia), 2012 

What does a Lookout do?
MY
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What factors, if any, are particular to Lookout working that can compromise 
the safety of Track Workers? 

Research Question and Aims 

Objectives
1. Review recent Lookout-related rail incidents in order to examine common underlying factors 

associated with the outcomes; and 
2. Perform a qualitative meta-analysis of those incidents to examine the relevance of the 

Lookout task and assess its effectiveness as a safe system of work

Aims
1. Extract sociotechnical systems factors that contribute or interact with unsafe outcomes in 

Lookout working
2. Derive common lessons and make recommendations 

AN
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Methodology: Incident Selection
Inclusion Criteria
1. The material must have been reported by a 

formal rail investigation agency (in order to 
ensure rigorous data and analysis)

2. Released between 2006 and mid-2018
3. Reports from the national investigating bodies of 

Australia and the UK were used
4. Incident must have involved a Lookout in the 

causal chain. 

Search Strategy
1. Publicly available reports from RAIB website
2. Mix of government websites in Australia given 

independent state regulation
3. Full incident reports, as well as comparatively 

shorter and more succinct bulletins, safety 
briefings and safety digest accounts of 
evidence, analysis and findings

Search terms
1. Near miss, accident, collision, incident, fatality, fatalities, combined with 

rail/railway/track/infrastructure/maintenance worker/s, workgroup, workparty, or staff

2. Lookout, Track Worker, Welder, Patrolman, Signal Technician, Area Controller, Protection Officer, Controller of 
Site Safety, rail, train, tram, locomotive, killed, injuries, damage, struck, serious/ly
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Methodology: Incident Selection
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Methodology: Qualitative Meta Analysis

• Seeking similarities and 
differences and 
consistency in findings

4. Narrative synthesis

• Codes refined and 
grouped into major and 
minor factors) to 
produce a master list

• Role/relevance of the 
Lookout within the 
incident identified

3. Selective coding

• Examine and refine 
factors associated with 
outcomes

• Reports repeatedly and 
consistently compared 
with emphasis on 
incident complexity and 
system interaction 

2. Axial coding

• Factors for each 
incident openly coded 
and assembled into a 
matrix

• Inductive approach 
where sociotechnical 
systems perspective 
was adopted by 
categories were not 
predetermined

1. Open coding

• Source (rail authority, location, country)
• Date of occurrence
• Report number
• Incident type
• Incident description

Data extraction matrix…
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Methodology: Extraction Matrix Example
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Results

: reflecting inappropriate planning and/or implementation of a SSoW

: reflecting sufficient and appropriate warning provision yet a failure to move to a safe place, or moving out of a 
safe place
: reflecting attitudinal or group cultural influences producing “at risk” behaviours within the workgroup

: reflecting inadequate sighting, visual and/or auditory cues influencing effective communication of a warning

: reflecting a variety of performance shaping factors associated with looking out

: reflecting task- and non-task-related distraction

: reflecting underlying issues with knowledge, experience, skills and training

: reflecting an inappropriate, deficient or absent Lookout warning

: reflecting instances where behaviours and actions appeared to have become conditioned
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Results
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Results
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Results
Org Social

Social Task
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Results
Task Task

Indiv. Indiv.
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Results
Indiv.
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Discussion
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Discussion
• There is no pattern of factors specific to Lookout working; rather, there were 

multiple underlying, interacting systems factors associated with the set up 
and implementation of a SSoW, and with group dynamics.
– Organisational and social factors were prevalent; these may interact with task- and 

individual-level factors
– Reflects the complex sociotechnical system of track work
– Non-technical skills could address the social dynamics, but they are not a panacea

• More research is needed in these aspects of track worker safety – it is an 
under-researched area

MY
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RAIB class investigation (2017)
• Common causal factors:

– COSS distraction (preoccupied with task)
– Multiple locations / moving worksite in SSoW (SSoW not appropriate for location)
– Cultural issues (lack of challenge – worksafe procedure)
– Verbal communication
– Over-familiarity (risk perception)
– Unfamiliarity (inexperience / unfamiliar with location)
– Circumstances changed from SSoW (eg changed access point, workgroup size)
– Unauthorised downgrading of protection
– Informal methods of working
– Resource issues (access point provision, team size / composition)
– Unclear SSoW (briefings)
– Distraction (COSS, signaller)

MY
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Selected recommendations
• Review working time limits of lookouts (Hest Bank)
• Review possession management process to reduce need for staff to be on 

track (Camden South)
• Strengthen safety leadership on site (Egmanton)
• Review / clarify standard 019 (South Hampstead)
• Improve location information in SSoWPs (South Hampstead)
• Reduce amount / exposure of lookout working (Peterborough)
• Understand ‘work as done’ by lookouts (Peterborough)
• Review risk management associated with zero hours workers (Stoats Nest)
• Improve local knowledge of track work leaders (class investigation)

MY
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